
AG:2 — Heroes and Monsters — Q/A   

Recommended Reading: Greek Gods, Heroes by Harding, “Labors of Hercules” to “Golden Fleece” 

and Gods and Heroes by Francillon, “Orpheus and Eurydice” to “Apple of Discord”. 

1) Jason and his companions on the "Argo" sailed in search of this.   

 

 

2) This three-headed dog guarded the entrance to the underworld   

 

 

3) This is how people were killed when they looked at the Gorgon's Head.    

 

 

4) This hero was a great tamer of horses and used an enchanted bridle to tame Pegasus,  a flying 

horse.       

 

5) Female spirits associated with rivers, streams, lakes, fountains, wells,  and other fresh bodies of 

water.         

 

6) These are minor deities who were born of one human and one immortal parent.    

 

 

7) This huntress and the fastest runner in Greece, and she refused to marry any man who could not 

beat her in a footrace.    

 

8) This is how Hercules killed the hydra, a monster that grew two heads for each that was cut off. 

     

 

9) This was the first of the twelve tasks of Hercules.   

 

 

10) These nymphs of the evening tend a beautiful garden in the west guarded by a hundred headed 

dragon.      

 

11) This goddess hated Hercules, and was the cause of many of his tribulations.   

 

 



12) These twin brothers who accompanied Jason on his travels, later became a constellation in the 

stars.     

 

13) Using his flying horse Pegasus,  Bellerophon fought this fire breathing serpent that was ravaging 

Lycia.     

 

14) This centaur was Jason's teacher, who raised him in hiding from his evil uncle.   

      

 

15) These were beautiful women who lured sailors to shipwreck with irresistible music and song. 

      

 

16) This beautiful enchantress helped Jason by using her magic to protect him from the fire-

breathing bulls of Aetes.  

 

17) Eteocles and Polynices, the sons of Oedipus, fought a terrible civil war and killed each other over 

this.     

 

18) This is the answer to the Sphinx's riddle: "What  creature walks upon four feet in the morning, 

upon two at noon, and upon three at night?"   

 

19) This centaur tried to run off with Hercules' wife, and then tricked her into killing Hercules with a 

vile of poisoned blood.  

 

20) Andromeda was chained to a rock, ready  to be devoured by a monster to allay the wrath of 

Poseidon, when she was rescued by this hero.   

 

21) Danae and her son, Perseus, were cast adrift on the sea in this vessel.    

      

 

22) Before it was killed by Theseus, the Minotaur dwelt in this place.     

      

 

23) This monster had the head of a bull, lived in a Labyrinth, and  feasted on youths and maidens. 

     

 

24) This Greek hero killed the robber Sciron, the bandit, Procrustes,  and the man-eating Minotaur. 

       


